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In a certain code language, 
‘committee to analysis exams’ is written as ‘es fr re pt’, 
‘analysis gathering in evening’ is written as ‘ch ba mo fr’, 
‘gathering to nominate persons’ is written as ‘re dv ch gi’ and 
‘nominate chairman in analysis’ is written as ‘mo gi fr yu’. 
2) In the given code language, what does the code ‘pt’ stand for? 
(a) nominate  (b) Either ‘exams’ or ‘committee’   (c) evening   (d) analysis   (e) Either ‘for’ or 
‘persons’ 

3) What may be the code for ‘analysis call’ in the given code language? 
(a) dv iq   (b) iq gi   (c) iq fr   (d) gi es   (e) fr dv 

4) What is the code for ‘to’ in the given code language?. 
(a) mo    (b) fr   (c) gi   (d) dv   (e) re 

5) If ‘nominate new persons’ is coded as ‘dv wz gi’ in the given code language, then what is the 
code for ‘new chairman gathering’?   
(a) wz ch es   (b) ch wz yu   (c) yu mo wz   (d) fr es wz   (e) ch yu fr 

In a certain code language, 
‘Thin paper neatly folded’ is written as @D6,%R5,!N4,?Y6 
‘Four people from USA’ is written as @M4,%E6,#A3,@R4 
‘Urban development programme launched’ is written as %E9,*T11,#N5,&D8 
‘Dhaya likes forties hero’ is written as @S7,&E5,*A5,$O4 

6) The code for the word ‘People’ is   
1.@E4   2.%E6    3.#E3    4.@E6    5.None of these 

7) The code ‘%T5‘ denotes which of the following word?  
1.Pines    2.Pant   3.Point   4.Parrot   5.None of these 

8) The code word of ‘PURPLE’ is 
1.@E6    2.?A5   3.@E4   4.%E6   5.None of these 

9) ‘#’ denotes which letter of the given words? 
1.N    2.F    3.L    4.D    5.U 

10) According to the given code word ,what will be the code for ‘Data Line reach points’ ? 

1.*A4 &E4 @H5 %S6     2.*A4 &E4 !H5 %S6     
3.*A4 &E4 #H5 %S6       4.*A4 &E4 $H5 %S6        
5.None of these 
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In a certain code language 

‘economy search not money’ is written as ‘ka la ho ga’, 

‘demand and sound economy’ is written as ‘mo ta pa ka’, 

‘money more only part’ is written as ‘zi la ne ki’ and 

‘demand more sound economy’ is written as ‘zi mo ka ta’. 

1) What is the code for ‘and’ in the given code language? 

(a) mo   (b) ta   (c) pa   (d) ka   (e) None of these 

2) What is the code for ‘sound’ in the given code language? 

(a) Only ta   (b) Only mo   (c) Either pa or mo   (d) Only pa   (e) Either mo or ta 

3) What may be the possible code for ‘part only more’ in the given code language? 

(a) ne ki zi   (b) mo zi ne   (c) ki ne mo   (d) mo zi ki   (e) xi ka ta 

4) What may be the possible code for ‘more money’ in the given code language? 

(a) la ne   (b) ga la   (c) zi ka   (d) zi ki   (e) la zi 

5) What is the code for ‘economy’ in the given code language? 

(a) ta   (b) ka   (c) either ta or ka   (d) zi   (e) mo\ 

In a certain code language, 

‘THE GRUELLING SIX DAY MARCH’ is written as 3D$, 5R$, 3S$, 3T$, 9I$ 

‘MANNER OTHER  WHICH THEY’ is written as 5I$, 5H#, 6N$, 4H$ 

‘FROM AGGRESSIVE SLOGANEERING’ is written as 12I$, 4R$, 10I# 

‘WHILE URBAN INDIA USUALLY’ is written as 5D#, 5B#, 7L#, 5I$ 

6) According to the given code word ,what will be the code for ‘managed emerge unflustered and 

deal’ ? 

a) 11R$, 4E#, 5R#, 3A#, 7G$    b) 11R#, 4E$, 6R#, 3A#, 7G$   

c) 11S#, 4E$, 5R#, 3A#, 7G#     d) 11R#, 6E$, 5R$, 3A#, 7G$ 

e) None of these 

7) ‘Effectively’ can be coded as?  

a) 10V#   b) 11V#    c) 11E#    d) 11E$    e) None of these 

8) ‘Approach’ can be coded as?  

a) 8P#   b) 8A#    c) 8C#    d) 8A$    e) None of 

these 
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9) ‘9D$’ can be coded as?  

a) Pointout   b) Powerfull    c) Preached    d) Persuaded     e) None of these 

10) ’15I#, 9E$, 5O#’ can be code for?  

a) Avoid Inconveniencing Commuter    b) Avoid Inconveniencing Commuters     

c) Avoid Inconvenience Commuters      d) Avoiding Inconveniencing Commuters      

e) None of these 

In a certain code language, 

‘Deeply Humbled The Farmers’ is written as $H8, @V6, $W2, !B4  

‘Rajasthan Have Had To Contend’ is written as @W4, ^L8, $W1, %V9, #M2 

‘Written Assurance That With’ is written as %S6, $M1, %G4, #V2 

 

11) According to the given code word ,what will be the code for ‘pushed through immediately’ ? 

a) 4S$, 2W!, 8B*     b) $S7, !W1, %B8   c) 4S$, 1W!, 8B*     d) $S3, !W1, %B5    e) None of these 

12) ‘Promise’ can be coded as?  

a) $V1    b) $V2    c) $I1     d) #V2     e) None of these 
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